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PREFACE

This document describes the application and validation of kHz SPIV measurements collected in a high thermal power liquid-fueled gas turbine combustor. Chapter one discusses the motivation and background of the research. Chapter two provides an introduction to particle image velocimetry as a diagnostic tool in reacting flows. Chapter three details the facility and experimental methods employed in this research. Chapter four provides a comparison of the stereoscopic PIV measurements to that of 2-component PIV measurements that were collected simultaneously. Chapter five summarizes these efforts and provides a projection for future directions that can be built from them.
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ABSTRACT

Pratt, Andrew Charles MSAA, Purdue University, December 2015. The application of Stereoscopic PIV in a Liquid-fueled Gas Turbine Combustor. Major Professor: Robert P. Lucht, School of Mechanical Engineering.

Strict regulations on aviation gas turbine engine emissions and fuel consumption have driven the development of new lean burning, efficient gas turbine injectors. In an effort to increase fundamental understanding and support modeling efforts, great advancements have taken place in experimental measurement techniques. Specifically, in the field of laser diagnostics.

This work describes the application of high repetition rate stereoscopic particle image velocimetry to a gas turbine combustor operating at representative engine conditions. A motivation and brief background of this research is provided. An introduction to Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV) and its development is included with a description of the experimental systems and the challenges associated with acquiring useful data in high pressure and high thermal power. The facility capabilities and test stand capabilities are presented along with the operational configuration for both the experimental and diagnostic systems. Finally, results are presented from two operating conditions, one with combustion and one without. Both 3-component SPIV and 2-component PIV data were collected simultaneously at 6 kHz. The vector fields generated from both techniques are compared both qualitatively and quantitatively.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Over the past 40 years gas turbine combustors have gone through great scrutiny to reduce emissions and increase efficiency [1]. The efforts of OEM’s to reduce emissions from aircraft are driven by the standards set by the International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP). These standards put a cap on the amount of oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and unburnt hydrocarbons (UHC) that can be emitted over a Landing and Take-Off (LTO) cycle. This cycle covers the take-off, climb, descent, and taxi/ground idle portions of the aircraft’s operation [2]. The predicted growth of aviation of approximately 5% annually, for the next 25 years with a four-fold increase in aviation fuel consumption by 2050 compared to 1992 has exerted immense pressure on gas turbine emissions [3].

The Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC), has placed a major focus on CO\textsubscript{2} and NOx emissions. During combustion, the operating conditions that promote reduction in CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, increase NOx emissions and vice versa. A tradeoff in operating conditions to keep both under emission norms is important. For aviation gas turbines, from a local air quality as well as global climate perspective, a significant focus has been placed on NOx reduction technologies. NOx, which mainly comprises of NO and NO\textsubscript{2}, is a participant in ozone formation and contributes to formation of nitric acid and acidification of aerosols and rain [4]. A summary of gas turbine engines and their NOx emissions compared to CAEP levels are shown in Figure 1.1.

The primary NOx in combustion systems is nitric oxide (NO) which is formed through combustion mechanisms. Thermal NO production is sensitive to temperature
and is highest at temperatures in excess of 1800 K [5,6]. All low dry NOx technologies are hence aimed at operating at overall low equivalence ratios, thus reducing, both temporally and spatially the existence of stoichiometric, high temperature zones in the combustor. The success of low NOx gas turbine injector technology has a critical dependence on the fuel-air vaporizing-mixing and the flame holding strategies. With much of the gas turbine industry working on these lean combustion technologies, it is important that experimental tools are developed to rapidly and effectively evaluate the operation of gas turbine injectors at realistic engine conditions. The current work focuses on the application of a non-intrusive velocity field measurement diagnostic, known as Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV), in a windowed combustor capable of replicating modern gas turbine combustor operating conditions.

1.2 Background

Laser-based diagnostics provide a non-intrusive means of collecting high-fidelity measurements of flow properties. Provided sufficient optical access these techniques
have no effect on the flow which is being interrogated. This is in stark contrast to standard physical probes such as thermocouples and hot wires anemometers whose physical presence in the flow can significantly effect the measured quantities. In addition to this, laser diagnostics are not limited by the temperature of the flow field. This makes them excellent candidates for use in combustion research.

Even with the advantage of being non-intrusive, the application of laser-based techniques in modern combustors is quite challenging. Probably the biggest and most obvious challenge, is maintaining optical access of the combustor. This requires extensive design efforts to ensure that the windows will withstand the extremely high temperatures and pressures, which can be greater than 2000 K and 50 bar, respectively. Only a select few research groups in the world have achieved these testing capabilities. This is due to the high cost associated with large-scale experiments in addition to the physical challenges of performing useful measurements in such environments [7–16].

With that in mind the recent commercial availability of high-repetition-rate (on the order of 5 - 10 kilohertz), diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) lasers with short pulse durations (on the order of 10 ns) has made it possible to acquire temporally-resolved planar measurements of velocities and scalars in reacting flows [17–19]. In the past, researchers have relied on stochastic, or (at best) phase-locked measurements to study reacting flows. With the ability to record at these high repetition rates the scientific community has gained a much improved understanding of turbulent reacting flow [20–33]. The temporally and spatially resolved data that can now be collected, holds promise for the future of combustion research.

One technique that is of specific interest is particle image velocimetry. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a very powerful technique in which successive images of elastically scattered laser light from seed particles in a flow are used to measure the velocity field. As is the case of a windowed combustor, enclosed test sections present challenges for this technique due to reflections and scattered light from internal surfaces. Being at the same wavelength as the signal, it is not possible to optically
filter these noise sources from the particle field. Seeding the flow in high pressure experiments is also a challenge due to geometric constraints and window contamination concerns. Field of view restrictions also limit the application of more advanced techniques such as stereoscopic PIV [34].

While the motivation for applying these advanced diagnostics is clear, significant issues remain. Despite the high average power output of a DPSS laser, the single-shot pulse energy is quite low. For comparison a similar 10 Hz laser has almost 2 orders of magnitude greater pulse energy. To make matters worse, the systems typically have poor beam intensity profiles and can experience significant shot-to-shot variation. Still, these techniques have displayed the potential to provide valuable information for both the computational and experimental combustion research communities.

In recent works, Slabaugh et al. [7] has documented the development and demonstration of a high power, optically-accessible combustion test rig designed to support high resolution optical measurements in a high-power swirl flame. Boxx et al. [35] and Slabaugh et al. [34, 36] have reported the first successful simultaneous measurements of velocity and scalar fields in mid to high-power swirl flames using kilohertz planar diagnostics. Beyond making these challenging measurements, the extraction and interpretation of quantitative flame data is of key importance. This work will discuss the results of simultaneous SPIV and 2-D PIV measurements collected in liquid-fueled flames operating at high thermal powers.

1.3 Objectives

The objective of this work is two-fold. Firstly, demonstrate the ability to collect SPIV measurements in a optically accessible aero-engine combustion test rig operating at realistic engine conditions with liquid fuel. Secondly, validate these stereo measurements with 2-D PIV data that are collected simultaneously.
2. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY

In a very basic sense PIV can be described as a technique of measuring fluid flow velocity by observing the movement of tracer particles. At the core of this is the classic definition of velocity

\[ u(x, t) = \frac{\Delta x(x, t)}{\Delta t}, \]  

(2.1)

where \( u \) is the local velocity of a particle at position \( x \) and time \( t \) and \( \Delta x \) is the displacement of said particle over time interval \( \Delta t \). The ability to acquire quantitative results from Particle-Tracking Velocimetry has been around for the better part of a century \([37]\). A predecessor and close relative of PIV is Laser-Speckled Velocimetry which takes its roots from solid mechanics \([38]\). The viability of LSV in fluid flow was first demonstrated by \([39–41]\). In 1984, Adrian et al. \([42,43]\) defined PIV as a “distinct mode of pulsed-light velocimetry” \([44]\). They argued that, in fluid applications, it is unlikely that particle density is high enough to create speckle patterns in the scattered light as is a requirement of LSV. Rather, the observer actually records images of particles. This led to the realization that much work thought to be LSV at that time was in fact PIV. From that point on PIV became the primary method by which velocity measurements in fluid flows were acquired \([38,44]\). In 1991 Willert \([45]\) outlined his implementation of computational digital PIV, greatly reducing image processing time. Up to then, velocity data was extracted from photographs by opto-mechanical techniques. Still, there was room for improvement. The repetition rate of velocity measurements was limited by the camera frame rate (30 Hz at the time). It has not been until recent years that the development of high-repetition rate (5-10 kHz), diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) lasers with short pulse durations (on the order
of 10 ns) and high-speed cameras, have made temporally-resolved planar velocity measurements feasible [7,17,18,34,36,46–49].

A key disadvantage of planar PIV is that it can only provide velocity measurements of particles within the object plane (2 velocity components). Any out of plane particle motion cannot be resolved. Unfortunately, this out of plane motion is then projected onto the target plane, inducing a bias in the planar velocity measurements. To account for this error a second camera is added off-axis from the original camera, but still focused on the same object plane. This introduces two more velocity components. Approaching the situation as a system of equations, there are three unknowns: the two in-plane directions of motion ($\Delta x, \Delta y$) and the single out-of-plane direction ($\Delta z$).

If only a single camera is used, only two equations are available. With the addition of the second off-axis camera, two more equations are added. Thus creating an overdetermined system, with four equations and only three unknowns. This means the third velocity component can readily be resolved [50]. With the ability to resolve all three velocity components, highly three-dimensional flows such as those created by gas turbine fuel injectors can be better characterized. This two-camera method is referred to as Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry and has been well documented for application in wind tunnel flows [51–56]. Multiple groups have also demonstrated SPIV capabilities in atmospheric pressure combustors [29,57–60]. Most recently, three-component data has been collected in a high pressure gaseous fueled swirl burner at DLR, Germany [36]. When considering PIV in a liquid hydrocarbon reacting flow, there are multiple confounding physical phenomena related to the presence of chemical reactions that must be taken into consideration [61]:

- Heat release from combustion results in a very rapid rise in fluid temperature. In a gas turbine combustor, burning et-A and air flame can reach temperatures in excess of 2000 K.
- Hydrocarbon fuels with high aromatic content emit high intensity broadband light as a result of the flame radiation. This flame luminosity increases the background noise, effectively reducing the signal-to-noise ratio.

- Steep gradients in thermo-fluid dynamic properties such as temperature and density cause dynamic range issues near the reaction front where properties can change orders of magnitude over a very short distance (< 1 mm).

- Fluctuations in the fluid mixture composition and density throughout the fluid volume produce an inhomogeneous field of index of refraction. Resulting in defocussing of particles in the object plane.

- In the particular case of liquid-fuel combustion, light scattered off fuel droplets can interfere with the effective tracking of actual seed particles; wherein fuel droplets are constantly changing in size and cannot be assumed to track the flow.

The following sections will discuss the key aspects of PIV and how the aforementioned issues can be addressed to mitigate their negative effects on the quality of data collected.

2.1 Seeding

In order to acquire accurate flow velocity measurements, careful consideration must be given to the material selection and sizing of the seeding particles. As an indirect measurement, PIV relies on the assumption that the flow tracers perfectly follow the flow. In addition to this assumption the particles must effectively scatter light to be recorded clearly. Finally, the seed density must be sufficiently high to mark enough points in the flow field for spatial resolution. The selection of particles requires the researcher to carefully assess the various properties of the particles, the
fluid, and the flow \[38\]. For particle sizing, the key parameter is the particle time constant, \(\tau_p\), determined by

\[
\tau_p = \frac{(\rho_p - \rho_f)d_p^2}{18\rho_f v_f \phi},
\]

(2.2)

where \(\rho_p\) is the particle density, \(\rho_f\) the fluid density, \(d_p\) the particle diameter, \(v_f\) the fluid kinematic viscosity, and \(\phi\) is a function to account for particle drag depending on the particle Reynolds number, \(Re_p\), as seen in equation 2.3 \[38\].

\[
\phi = \begin{cases} 
1 + \frac{3}{16}Re_p, & \text{if } Re_p \leq 0.01, \\
1 + 0.131Re_p^{0.82 - 0.05\log_{10}Re_p}, & \text{if } 0.01 \leq Re_p \leq 20, \\
1 + 0.1935Re_p^{0.6305}, & \text{if } 20 \leq Re_p \leq 260.
\end{cases}
\]

(2.3)

The flow tracers must be sized such that the particle time constant is significantly less than that of the time scales of the flow being studied \[38, 62\]. This is typically represented by the Stoke’s number defined by the product of the particle time constant and fluid velocity, divided by the diameter of the particle. The Stoke’s number should be much less than 1 in order to be considered to accurately track the flow. With particle sizing accounted for, the proper material must be selected to withstand the extreme temperatures found in a flame. \[62\] Provides a review of many different seeding particles and their thermal limitations. Common particle choices for reacting flows include \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) \[63–66\], \(\text{TiO}_2\) \[34, 67, 68\], and \(\text{ZrO}_2\) \[68, 69\]. LaVision Inc. offers a surface treated \(\text{TiO}_2\) seeding material designed specifically for use in combustion experiments and is capable of withstanding temperatures greater than 2000 K. In deciding between the thermally capable materials, it is often of use to consider the light scattering behavior of the different options. Along with the shape and size of the particle, the refractive index of the material will determine whether or not the
particle will scatter a sufficient amount of light to be collected by the optical recording
device [70].

2.2 Illumination and Imaging

Illumination of the object plane is typically provided by a pulsed laser system with
short pulse durations (on the order of 10 ns). Solid-state Nd:YAG lasers emitting 532
nm light are a common choice due to their commercial availability. The laser light is
manipulated into a thin “sheet” by a series of cylindrical optics and passed through the
seeded flow field. The elastically scattered light from the particle field is then focused
onto the video chip of a camera such as a Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
(CMOS) array. CMOS cameras have a rectangular array of pixel sensors that convert
the exposed light energy into voltages. The intensity of the signal is proportional
to the light energy that hits each pixel during the exposure time (duration of time
light is entering the sensor array). For PIV applications the exposure time is set by
the laser pulse duration as it is much shorter than the camera’s shutter exposure.
However, this discrepancy between the camera exposure and the laser pulse duration
can be troublesome when the flow is combusting. As mentioned earlier, the flame
luminosity of a hydrocarbon flame can be very intense. Since the camera’s exposure
is so much longer than the laser pulse, significant noise can be added to the images
due to the luminosity of the flame. In order to mitigate this effect, a narrow band
filter of 5 nm FWHM (or less) centered on the wavelength of the laser light is installed
in front of the optical lens. Figure 2.1 is a generic representation of a standard PIV
system.

Normally when using CMOS cameras, images are recorded in a double-frame,
single pulse mode. This means each camera exposure records the light scattered from
a single laser pulse. When recording at kHz repetition rates, a technique called frame-
straddling is used. A timing diagram for a PIV system operating in frame straddling
Figure 2.1: Schematic of PIV system configuration [70]

Figure 2.2: Timing diagram for frame straddling mode

mode is shown in figure 2.2. The laser pulse separation, $\Delta t$ when referring to equation 2.1, is limited by the camera shutter speed and the overall PIV system repetition rate.

2.3 Image Analysis

Image analysis and vector generation can be accomplished through a variety of commercially available softwares such as Insight by TSI, Flowmap by Dantec, and DaVis by LaVision. These are powerful computational tools that tend to be a “black box” to the end user. Whenever possible it is important for the researcher to take the
time and understand the operations being carried out by the software. This section will give an overview of the general processes used to extract vector fields from the raw images collected during an experiment.

2.3.1 Image Pre-processing

Ideally, raw images will have a zero intensity black background with a field of bright high intensity particles overlaid. In reality this is never the case. The background contains noise caused by reflections from hardware or optics, thermal effects, and flame luminosity (in the case of reacting flows). Non-uniformities in the laser light source can be exacerbated when formed into a sheet resulting in areas of the object plane where very little light is scattered from the particles. For reacting flows, the variation in density results in inhomogeneity in the index of refraction across the object plane causing some particles to appear out of focus. Additionally, liquid fuel droplets will scatter the laser light. Since the size and shape of the liquid droplets is unknown, it cannot be assumed that the droplets are accurately tracking the flow field. An algorithmic mask must be applied to remove regions of the image where the particle size is too large. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the droplet masking applied in this work.

Other image pre-processing steps may include a geometric mask, intensity normalization, or background subtraction. A geometric mask is commonly used to remove areas of the image that are not part of the seeded scattering field. For example, if part of the test article is visible in the image, a mask should be applied over this region. In the case of minor background reflections or intensity fluctuations, a sliding background filter can be used. This works similar to a high pass filter, resulting in a uniform background intensity as seen in figure 2.4 [71].

Another way to address high intensity fluctuations is applying a particle intensity normalization. This is especially useful in the case of reacting flows where the fluctuations in refractive index of the fluid cause particle defocussing and not all par-
Figure 2.3: Example of a particle field in a liquid fueled reacting flow before (left) and after (right) droplet masking

![Raw image Post background filtering](image1)

Figure 2.4: Example of sliding background filter [71]

Particles have equal intensities. The filter works by sliding a window of a specified scale length over the image and extracting a local minimum. This local minimum is then subtracted from the original image, call this Im00. Then a window is slid over the original image again, only this time calculating a local maximum, Im01. Finally a global maximum is found for the entire original image, Im02. Im02 is divided by Im01 to get Im03. This ratio, Im03, is then multiplied by Im00, the result from local minimum subtraction. This results in a uniform particle intensity field shown in figure 2.5 [71].
The displacement of particles is determined using a spatial cross-correlation algorithm. Generally defined as

\[ R(s) = \int \tau_1(X)\tau_2(X + s)dX. \] (2.4)

The image patterns \( \tau_1(X) \) and \( \tau_2(X) \) are divided into small regions referred to as interrogation windows. The light intensities \( I(X, t_1) \) and \( I(X, t_2) \) found within the interrogation windows \( W_1(X - X_{I1}) \) and \( W_2(X - X_{I2}) \) are assumed directly proportional to the recorded signals \( \tau_1(X) \) and \( \tau_2(X) \) such that,

\[ \tau_1(X) = W_1(X - X_{I1})I(X, t_1) \] (2.5)

\[ \tau_2(X) = W_2(X - X_{I2})I(X, t_2), \] (2.6)

where \( t_2 - t_1 = \Delta t \), the laser pulse separation, and \( X_{I1} \) and \( X_{I2} \) are the locations of the interrogation windows \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) respectively [38]. A map is then created of
the correlation values within each window. The location of the highest peak indicates the most probable particle displacement. This cross correlation process is shown graphically in figure 2.6.

In order to improve the accuracy of the cross-correlation a few extra methods are applied. Firstly, a multi-pass interrogation utilizes the particle image shift from the first pass to provide a reference vector field. Using this information on the second pass, the interrogation window is offset with respect to the particle image shift as seen in figure 2.7.

This ensures the correct particles are correlated. This technique is especially useful when large displacements are present. To improve spatial resolution and reduce the amount of erroneous vectors, the window size can be iteratively reduced simultaneously with the multi-pass interrogation. In regions of large velocity gradients (shear layers), the correlation signal-to-noise ratio decreases due to the broadening of the correlation peak. To correct for this the window shape is iteratively deformed so particle pairs within each window have similar displacements. This will increase the correlation strength and narrow the peak, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio [38, 70, 71].
2.3.3 Vector validation and post processing

Two factors that are commonly used to validate vector choices are peak ratio, Q, and correlation value. As mentioned earlier the correlation value is the normalized peak height of the tallest peak in the interrogation window, a single correlation strength may also be given for the entire window as a result of the sum-of-correlations within the window. The peak ratio is defined as the highest correlation peak divided by the second highest correlation peak within the window. In non-reacting flows, Q-factors range from 3-4 and correlation values 0.7-0.8. As will be shown in this work, the effects of combustion on the flow field cause a reduction on both factors. Additionally, a median filter can be applied to remove any spurious vectors. A median filter compares vectors with the calculated median vector of its surrounding vectors, +/- their standard deviation. If the center vector is outside the allowable range for
both the $x$ and $y$ components, it is rejected. A median filter can be applied numerous times. Removal of these invalid vectors can create empty spaces in the vector field. If desired these empty spaces can be filled via interpolation using neighboring vectors. Finally, smoothing or denoising filters can be applied to reduce noise in the vector field.

2.4 Stereoscopic PIV

Figure 2.8 shows the two major types of SPIV configurations. The translational approach is limited by the angular aperture of the lenses and the significant decrease in resolution and contrast towards the edges of the field of view [51]. The angular approach is a much preferred method allowing the principle lens axis to intersect with the center of the field of view. However, since PIV calls for small depth of field lenses to reduce background noise, the entirety of the image will not be in focus on the sensor. Thus, the lens plane needs to be titled according to the Scheimpflug criterion, which states that the image plane, lens plane, and object plane must intersect in a common line as seen in the angular PIV Schematic in figure 2.8. This focusing correction does not come without side effects. The tilting of the backplane introduces perspective distortion which means the magnification factor varies across the field of view. To address this a specific calibration method is used. [51]

Figure 2.8: Schematics for SPIV camera configuration: Translational (left) and Angular (right) [51]
2.4.1 Image Mapping

In order to properly reconstruct the three-component displacement vectors, the perspective error resulting from the Scheimpflug criterion must be corrected. This process is known as image dewarping. This is shown visually in figure 2.9. This process is typically built into the calibration portion of commercial software.

![Image of Image Mapping](image)

Figure 2.9: Example of image dewarping effects [70]

2.4.2 Reconstruction

Using basic geometry, the three velocity components can be reconstructed using equations 2.7 - 2.9 in conjunction with figure 2.10 provided by Willert [51]. In an effort to simplify the concept, a pinhole camera model is used in the geometric representations in figure 2.10. O, is a point of reference viewable by both cameras, with coordinates \((x_O, y_O, z_O)\) and point \(P (x_P, y_P, z_P)\) is a location where the displacement vectors are to be calculated. The light sheet is aligned with the \(x\)- and \(y\)-axes. The
measured displacements corresponding viewing angles for camera 1 are given as \((dx_1, dy_1, \alpha_1, \beta_1)\) respectively.

\[
dx = \frac{dx_2 \tan \alpha_1 - dx_2 \tan \alpha_2}{\tan \alpha_1 - \tan \alpha_2}
\] (2.7)

\[
dy = \frac{dy_2 \tan \beta_1 - dy_2 \tan \beta_2}{\tan \beta_1 - \tan \beta_2}
\] (2.8)

\[
dz = \frac{dx_2 - dx_1}{\tan \alpha_1 - \tan \alpha_2} = \frac{dy_2 - dy_1}{\tan \beta_1 - \tan \beta_2}
\] (2.9)

2.4.3 Calibration

As mentioned earlier, a specific calibration process is required to effectively reconstruct and dewarp the stereo images. A calibration plate or dot target with a dot pattern located at two known surface levels is used as a reference to determine the exact viewing angles and magnification factors across the field of view. In the case of commercial software, most of the calibration process is automated and follow a pinhole camera model. Dots must be specified on the calibration plate to mark the correct surface level and axis orientation from which the dewarping and reconstruction process can begin.

2.4.4 Self-Calibration

Even when great care is taken to acquire calibration images with a dot target, small misalignments, such as an offset or rotation of the calibration plate in the measurement plane can cause significant errors in the calibration and thus, the vector
Figure 2.10: Geometric representations for reconstruction of 3-component displacement vectors [51]

generation. Fortunately, this can be accounted for in post-test analysis. Using images recorded during testing, a cross-correlation of two images acquired at the same time from each camera is calculated. The result is the disparity vector. If the images are perfectly calibrated, the disparity vectors will be zero. Adjustments are made to the
image dewarping algorithms to eventually converge the disparity vectors across the field of view to zero.
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND CONFIGURATION

Optical measurements of combustion processes provide understanding of fundamental reacting flow physics. Development of these advanced techniques is typically performed on well-characterized, laboratory-scale burners operating at low pressure and thermal power (< 1 bar and < 50 kW, respectively). Application to the study of practical combustors demands significant infrastructure development and laboratory resources. Such measurements are sought for the validation of numerical models, improving predictive capability in the areas of turbulent combustion, pollutant formation, and thermoacoustic instability.

Research facilities capable of making these measurements, while operating under well-defined operating/boundary conditions, are sparse due to the high costs and expertise required. The DLR Institute of Combustion Technology, in Stuttgart, Germany has developed a high power test stand, capable of operation at thermal powers up to 2 MW and 40 bar maximum operating pressures. [72] This platform has been used for a multitude of advanced techniques including CARS, PLIF, and PIV. At the DLR laboratories in Köln, Germany an optically accessible high-pressure test rig and combustion chamber were designed. Similar Measurements have been taken at 6 bar with 700 K inlet air. The DLR test rigs all make use of a pressure vessel design, where a combustor window assembly is installed into an larger, windowed pressure housing. This design allows the combustor windows to accept thermal stresses and the pressure casing windows to handle pressure stresses [73,74].

In the United States, the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) in Cleveland, OH, U.S.A. has two facilities for high-pressure combustion tests: the CE-5 and the Advanced Subsonic Combustion Rig (ASCR). Flame imaging, flow visualization and other more advanced diagnostics have been performed in each. Both experiments are supplied with non-vitiated, preheated air at temperatures from 450 K to 866 K. The
CE-5 facility can be operated with up to $4.5 \frac{kg}{s}$ of incoming air at pressures greater than 20 bar for sustained optical measurements in two separate test sections. One of the rigs, used for fuel injector performance characterization, can support up to $1.36 \frac{kg}{s}$ of inlet air and pressures up to 20 bar. The second sector leg can be used to test the interactions between adjacent injectors with total air mass flows up to $4.1 \frac{kg}{s}$ at 18 bar. The ASCR is capable of supplying air at up to 60 bar, $17.3 \frac{kg}{s}$, and 900 K. Similar to the DLR designs, the ASCR utilizes a ‘shell-in-shell’ design, with the outer shell containing the system pressure and the inner vessel containing the hot combustion gases [11].

Select university facilities also exist for these complex studies. At the Darmstadt Technical University, an optically accessible combustor was developed for detailed combustion studies at pressures up to 10 bar with a maximum air flow of $0.15 \frac{kg}{s}$ heated to 773 K. The experiment is designed as a double walled, air cooled flame tube encased by a pressure vessel [12]. A similar cylindrical quartz section is used to visualize flame dynamics at the high-pressure combustor facility at Pennsylvania State University. Air, preheated up to 870 K, is delivered to a cylindrical combustor at a maximum mass flow rate of $0.27 \frac{kg}{s}$ at 24 bar or $0.18 \frac{kg}{s}$ at 38 bar [75, 76].

### 3.1 Facility and Test Stand

The data presented in this work were collected at the Purdue University Zucrow Laboratories. In the 1940s under the direction of the lab’s namesake, Dr. Maurice J. Zucrow, the first laboratories were designed exclusively for rocket propulsion testing. Roughly twenty years later, Professor Arthur Lefebvre overhauled the facilities to accommodate the testing of air-breathing experiments. These changes are most noticeable at the Zucrow High Pressure Lab (HPL) where the current experiment was conducted.

An on site air-plant provides a $0.45 \frac{kg}{s}$ continuous source of clean, dry air compressed to 150 bar. This air-plant feeds into four high pressure air tanks located at
HPL storing 9000 kg of air at 150 bar to facilitate higher flow rates. The air is fed into the test cell and split into three independently controlled and metered lines (main, secondary, and tertiary). The main line is can be preheated by a natural-gas fired heat exchanger to provide non-vitiated 40 bar, 800 K air at a rate of 4 kg/s. The secondary line can be directed through an electric heat exchanger capable of heating 0.25 kg/s of air at 40 bar to 950 K. The tertiary air line provides an unheated air source for axillary uses, such as a particle seeder. In addition to large compressed air storage, Zucrow Laboratories maintains a significant inert gas supply. Liquid nitrogen from a 2500 gal tank is pumped through a vaporizer at 0.05 kg/s to provide a continuous supply of 400 bar gaseous nitrogen. Similar to the air storage, when higher flow rates are required, tankage is available for storing over 9000 kg of gaseous nitrogen at 40 bar.

Liquid aviation fuels are stored in two 280 gallon flame-shield fuel tanks. From there they are pumped into the test cell at pressures up to 100 bar. Once in the test cell this line splits into two legs for independent control of the main and pilot fuel lines. Each line is equipped with Coriolis flow meters for mass flow measurement and electronically actuated control valves for mass flow control. The test stand is manifolded with low pressure (5 bar) cooling water for flow rates of up to 1.5 kg/s. High pressure water is supplied at 120 bar to the test stand at 0.7 kg/s [7].

3.2 Experiment Configuration

The injector used in this experiment was installed in the Purdue high pressure Advanced optical Combustion Experiment (ACE), an optically-accessible, high pressure combustion rig. The design of ACE has been well documented [7, 34] and validated with over 150 hours of steady state operation. Previous works have shown temperature and pressure measurement uncertainties to be 0.2 % and 0.04%, respectively. An air mass flow rate uncertainty of 0.48% and fuel mass flow rate uncertainty of 0.08%. With this in mind, only a brief overview of ACE is given.
3.2.1 Test Article

Figure 3.1 shows a cross section view of the main components in ACE including a breakout of the injector used for this work. Upstream (left) of the shown cross section, preheated high pressure air is provided by the main air system and is metered through an ASME toroidal nozzle. A Laws flow conditioner is installed aft of the sonic nozzle to setup a uniform velocity profile where flow tracers can be introduced to the main flow. A piloted, partially premixed, liquid-fueled swirl burner designed for operation at a high thermal power density is installed against the burner faceplate. The two independently controlled and metered test stand fuel lines are connected to the pilot and main lines on the injector. The pilot line sprays fuel directly into the swirling air flow. The main fuel is premixed with air and swirled outside of the pilot. The water cooled combustion chamber is 230 mm long and has a 105 mm square cross-section. Fused quartz windows installed in the walls of the combustion chamber provide a 76 mm by 100 mm viewing area beginning at the burner faceplate. The flow area is reduced by half through a water cooled contraction section to close the recirculation zones and provide flame stability. A water cooled mixing section downstream of the contraction, accommodates hardware for exhaust gas sampling. After which, the flow is quenched by the test stand’s high pressure water manifold. This is done to reduce the flow temperature to below 600 K before the flow is back-pressured with an electronically-actuated butterfly valve. A LabView™ data acquisition system is employed to control the experiment, document conditions, and monitor hardware health. As the experiment is designed for steady-state operation, the flame was run continuously as optical measurements were acquired. The only limiting factor on run duration was fouling of the windows from PIV seed particles. While particle seeding time was minimized to short, ten-second bursts around the actual data acquisition, the total seeding time was limited to approximately 100 seconds at the targeted seeding densities.
3.2.2 Flame

Based on a survey of run conditions performed previously [7], a single hot fire condition and a base line non-reacting case were chosen for this work. These run conditions are summarized in table 3.1. A Fisher-Tropsch blend (PetroSA PS-150) was chosen as the fuel for the experiment, owing to its extremely low aromatic content (<60 ppm) in comparison with standard Jet-A (18-25 % by volume) which reduces flame luminosity interference for diagnostic purposes. Flame operation was very stable, with no coherent thermoacoustic pulsation. This is partially accredited to the effective damping of the combustion chamber acoustics by the downstream water quench system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flame Condition</th>
<th>Thermal Power [kW]</th>
<th>Pressure [MPa]</th>
<th>Main Air Temperature [K]</th>
<th>$\phi_{global}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{pilot}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{main}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Flame conditions studied

### 3.3 Diagnostic Configuration

As observed in figures 3.2, an angular-displacement SPIV setup was utilized. The cameras were positioned below the center axis and angled upward such that their optical axes intersect at the area of interest in a forward scattering mode. To account for the geometric distortion due to the perspective view, Scheimpflug adapters were used to insure the image, lens, and object planes intersect at a common line [38]. The third camera, used to collect 2-D PIV data, was positioned normal to the flow direction and laser sheet. Temporal synchronization of the lasers and imaging systems was accomplished with a master timing box (Quantum Composers Model 9528). Laser pulse timing was continuously monitored throughout the test using an array of photodiodes and an oscilloscope.

Optical bread-boards are located adjacent the rig for laser manipulation and imaging system mounting. A Linos rail system provides optical access to the top of the experiment on stable platform. Two horizontal rails extend over the rig to facilitate multiple simultaneous diagnostics. A two-axis translational system provides the capability to traverse the measurement probe volume within the flow, facilitating flow-field mappings and detailed diagnostics. The detection systems are also mounted on two-axis translational system, with dependent control on the probe volume traverse to maintain system focus and signal strength. All optical and optomechanical systems are operated remotely from the experiment control room during testing; as is consistent with test rig operating procedures.
3.3.1 Illumination and Optics

A dual-cavity, diode-pumped, solid state Nd:YAG laser (Edgewave IS811-DE) provided 532 nm light at 6 mJ/pulse with a repetition rate of 6 kHz for the SPIV and PIV measurements. The beam was expanded to approximately 30 mm in height using two cylindrical lenses ($f_{PIV,1} = -25$ mm, $f_{PIV,2} = 450$ mm) in a cylindrical telescope.
arrangement. Two positive cylindrical lenses \((f_{PIV,3:4} = 150 \text{ mm})\) were used to focus the collimated sheet just past the test section to reduce particle dropout near the beam waist. The average sheet thickness in the test section was measured to be 650 \(\mu\text{m}\) full-width half-max (FWHM). The inter-pulse separation time was set to 4 \(\mu\text{s}\).

3.3.2 Particle Seeder

A fluidized bed was used to seed TiO\(_2\) particles (250 nm nominal mean diameter) into the main air flow. The particles were introduced approximately four hydraulic diameters upstream of the burner using an injector that spanned the width of the inlet section.

3.3.3 Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry

The Mie scattering signal from the particle field was collected through two 200 mm focal length, f/4 objective lenses (AF Micro-Nikkor IF-ED) and recorded with two high-speed CMOS cameras (Photron SA-4) with a resolution of 496 x 557 pixels. This resulted in an image resolution of 58.6 \(\mu\text{m}/\text{pixel}\) in the raw scattering images. The cameras had sufficient on-board memory to acquire 3000 double-frame image pairs per run. A custom ultra-steep bandpass filter (3 nm FWHM centered on 532 nm) was used to maximize the SNR in the highly luminous flame environments. Image calibrations, scaling, and particle stereo cross-correlations were performed using the multi-pass adaptive window offset cross-correlation algorithm in the LaVision commercial software (DaVis 8.2.3). Spatial calibration data was collected by imaging a dual-sided, dual-plane dot target (LaVision Type 05).

Results presented in this work were processed using a final window size of 24 x 24 pixels with 50\% overlap. The corresponding spatial resolution is 1.406 mm with vector spacing of 0.703 mm. A local median filter, based on a 3x3 square kernel, was used to remove spurious vectors beyond a specified threshold and replaced with an
interpolated vector. The number of spurious vectors filtered from the instantaneous images was consistently less than five percent of the total vector count.

### 3.3.4 2-D Particle Image Velocimetry

A third high-speed CMOS camera (Phantom v411), positioned normal to the laser sheet, recorded the Mie scattering from the TiO$_2$ particles through a 105 mm focal length, f/2.8 objective lens (Nikkor AF-S Micro) with a resolution of 481 x 585 pixels. The camera had sufficient on-board memory to acquire 3000 double-frame image pairs per run. Again, a custom ultra-steep bandpass filter (3 nm FWHM centered on 532 nm) was used to maximize the SNR. The camera was positioned to reflect the same field of view as that of the SPIV cameras shown in figure 3.1, this resulted in an image resolution of 61.6 $\mu$m/pixel in the raw scattering images. Image calibrations, scaling, and particle cross-correlations were performed using the multi-pass adaptive window offset cross-correlation algorithm in the LaVision commercial software (DaVis 8.2.3). Spatial calibration data was collected by imaging a dual-sided, dual-plane dot target (LaVision Type 05).

Results presented in this work were processed using a final window size of 24 x 24 pixels with 50% overlap. The corresponding spatial resolution is 1.478 mm with vector spacing of 0.739 mm. A local median filter, based on a 3x3 square kernel, was used to remove spurious vectors beyond a specified threshold and replaced with an interpolated vector. The number of spurious vectors filtered from the instantaneous images was consistently less than five percent of the total vector count.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As described previously, in high-power density systems, measurements can be very challenging. Two examples of this can be found in the data presented here. The first is that found in figure 4.1. The image on the left is a single raw image of the seeded particle field acquired during the reacting test case. Located at roughly 15 mm in the positive -y direction and extending from the 10 mm to 20 mm in the axial direction is a block of corrupt or damaged pixels. Even when a background image was acquired with the lens cap installed, the block was present. During image pre-processing, various filters and masks were applied in an attempt to mitigate the effects of the block on the vector generation. Applying a geometric mask proved ineffective, as the corrupt area is too large to accurately interpolate over. Instead, the cross correlation algorithm within DaVis treated the mask as an obstruction within the flow generating erroneous vectors. A background subtraction filter yielded a similar result. Without the ability to correct for this error, the resulting velocity field has a clear discontinuity as can be seen in the right image of figure 4.1.

The second issue involves a reflection only captured by one of the stereo cameras. Figure 4.2 shows a raw image from this camera during a reacting case (The reflection is present in the non-reacting case as well but is not nearly as prominent). Reflections are common and sometimes unavoidable when performing diagnostics in confined, windowed test articles and usually can be corrected for during image pre-processing. However, the presence of the reflection in only one camera caused issues during the reconstruction of the third velocity component. As in previous efforts both static masks and background filters only exacerbated the problem. The vector fields shown in figure 4.2 were generated without any attempts to correct for the reflection.

The remainder of the vector fields (both 2-component and 3-component) presented in this chapter were generated with out explicit image pre-processing to mitigate these
Figure 4.1: Raw image (left) of particle field (reacting case) showing location of damaged pixels and it’s effect on the average vector field (right) errors. These regions were specifically avoided when comparing the SPIV measurements to that of the PIV.
Figure 4.2: Raw image (top) of particle field (reacting case) showing location of reflection and its effect on the average $U_y$ and $U_z$ vector fields (bottom)

4.1 Mean Comparison

As a baseline measure of comparison, the time average of the axial ($U_x$) and radial ($U_y$) velocities measured by the SPIV system were spatially subtracted from the corresponding PIV velocity measurements. The resulting magnitude difference is presented in figure 4.3 for the non-reacting condition and figure 4.4 for the reacting
Figure 4.3: Non-reacting case mirrored mean velocity fields ($U_x$ on top and $U_y$ on bottom): (A) PIV (B) SPIV (C) magnitude of the difference between (A) and (B) case. Each image is mirrored across the center line, with the contours on the top half representing the axial velocity magnitudes and the bottom half representing the radial velocity magnitudes.

Referencing the burner design in figure 3.1, the region of high axial velocity at $y = 27$ mm in figure 4.3 is the main jet. At approximately $y = 10$ mm the pilot jet is introduced. These two swirling jets converge roughly 15 mm downstream of the burner resulting in a recirculation zone between the two. Near the center line a low negative axial velocity is observed, evidence of a potential inner-recirculation zone. The difference in velocities shown in figure 4.3(C) indicate that the two measurement techniques disagree the most in the areas of high velocity gradients. It is hypothesized this is due to the highly three dimensional nature of the shear layer between the coaxial swirling flows, causing a bias error in the PIV measurement as a result of the projection of the out of plane component onto the image plane.
The mean comparison in the reacting case shown in figure 4.4 presents a similar result. The velocity measurements of the shear layer provide the most significant discrepancies. As was mentioned earlier, the reflection and corrupt pixel errors significantly influence the accuracy of the vector generation and are much more noticeable in the reacting case data. This is attributed to window fouling caused by seeding particles agglomerating to the thermally softened windows, thus reducing the signal-to-noise ratio.

4.2 Time Series comparison

Beyond the mean structure comparison it is useful to compare the vector fields generated by the individual diagnostics on a shot-to-shot basis. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show five sequential vector fields for the non-reacting and reacting case, respectively. Based on the hypothesis generated when reviewing the mean structure, the regions of
Figure 4.5: Non-reacting case time series of mirrored velocity fields (PIV above the center line and SPIV below) overlaid on a contour plot of the azimuthal velocity \( U_z \) the flow with the greatest azimuthal velocity should reflect the greatest difference in vectors generated between the two diagnostics. This is clearly observed in the main jet region of figure 4.6(D).

As noted earlier, the discrepancy between the SPIV and PIV velocity magnitudes was greater in the mean reacting case, than the non-reacting. Looking at the plot of the azimuthal velocity magnitude shows that the reacting case has much more out of plane motion near the pilot jet than the non-reacting case this supports the hypothesis of the bias error.

In order to validate the observations made in both the mean and time series comparisons, a more detailed analysis is required.
Figure 4.6: Reacting case time series of mirrored velocity fields (PIV above the center line and SPIV below) overlaid on a contour plot of the azimuthal velocity $U_z$

4.3 Point Comparison

Four specific locations in the flow field were chosen to perform more in depth comparisons of the results from the two measurement techniques. These probe locations are shown in figures 4.7-4.12. Probe A (a) is located in the main jet, B (b) is in the jet recirculation zone, C (c) is in the pilot jet, and D (d) is positioned in the inner recirculation zone.

4.3.1 Probability density function

From the mean comparisons presented earlier, on average, the two diagnostics appear to be in good agreement. This can be misleading. A clearer metric is to compare the temporal velocity distributions at defined locations for each diagnostic. This is best accomplished through a comparison of probability density functions (PDF) of the measurements acquired at each probe location. In figure 4.7 the PDF’s for the axial velocities in the non reacting case show strong agreement. For example figures 4.7(A) and (a) both have a negative skew distribution, whereas points at location (B) of the same figure follow a normal distribution. The same can be said for all the
non-reacting PDFs. Regardless of the measurement technique the vector choice at these locations have similar probability distributions.

This trend continues when taken to the reacting case. The main jet axial velocity PDF again shows a negative skew distribution. When looking more closely at the locations of the probes in the mean velocity field, the explanation for the shape of the distributions becomes more evident. Probe A is located near the shear layer of the main jet and as was seen in the time series figures the core structure of high axial velocities fluctuates spatially. Since the probe is located near the edge of this jet, it follows that the probe would have a bias towards finding velocities outside the jet.
The same logic can be applied to probe locations B and D. The mean images suggest that the probes are not located in regions of any significant velocity gradients. As such the their probability distributions are normal.

4.3.2 Correlation strength and peak ratio

Taking a step deeper into the validity of the data, the correlation strengths and peak ratios of the probe locations are compared at a single point in time. The correlation strength as output by DaVis ranges from 0 - 1.0. It is the normalized value of the correlation peak height within each window. Generally the closer the correlation value is to 1, the higher the confidence in the vector. This can be misleading though, in
flows with significant background, like that found in this study, the correlation values are all relatively low (less than 0.6). If all vectors with low correlations strength were deemed invalid the majority of the flow field would be rejected. A better indicator of the validity of a displacement vector is the peak ratio, $Q$. As mentioned in chapter two the peak ratio is the height of the highest peak in the correlation plane divided by the second highest peak in the correlation plane, this is an indirect measure of the correlation SNR. For good PIV data a $Q$-factor between 3-4 (or greater) is expected. DaVis provides the peak ratio relative to the correlation plane background, this is shown in equation

$$Q = \frac{P_1 - \text{min}}{P_2 - \text{min}},$$

(4.1)

where $P_1$ and $P_2$ are the highest and second highest peak heights respectively and min is the lowest value of the correlation plane. This relative peak ratio helps to compensate for the background noise. When DaVis can not determine a distinct second peak, it returns a value of 100. Since the peak search is done within DaVis, it is unclear how it discerns the presences of a second peak. As is a common theme when working with commercial software, there is an inherent level of uncertainty in the validity of the calculations or assumptions made within the software as these methods are not made clear (the “black box” issue).

With this foreknowledge, correlation maps were generated in DaVis for each probe location. For each test case, the correlation maps for both diagnostics were collected at the same point in time and space. Additionally the correlation values and peak ratios were extracted for each probe location and are reported in tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Comparing the correlation maps with the peak ratios output by DaVis reinforces the short comings of performing vector generation algorithms with a commercial software. For example, Location B in the non reacting case has a peak ratio of 100. As stated earlier, this means DaVis did not find a second peak within the interrogation
Table 4.1: Correlation values and peak ratios generated at each probe location for the non-reacting case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe Location</th>
<th>Correlation Value (PIV)</th>
<th>Peak Ratio (PIV)</th>
<th>Correlation Value (SPIV)</th>
<th>Peak Ratio (SPIV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A(a)</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(b)</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(c)</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>1.675</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(d)</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Correlation values and peak ratios generated at each probe location for the reacting case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe Location</th>
<th>Correlation Value (PIV)</th>
<th>Peak Ratio (PIV)</th>
<th>Correlation Value (SPIV)</th>
<th>Peak Ratio (SPIV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A(a)</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(b)</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(c)</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>50.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(d)</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>2.564</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

window. This seems counterintuitive when looking at the correlation map for location (B) in figure 4.11. The map appears to have two clear peaks. However, this could be a result of poor resolution with respect to the flow scales present in the window, these two peaks could actually be part of a single broader peak. Conversely locations (D) and (d) of the non-reacting case, have clearly defined single peaks with high correlation values with a corresponding peak ratio. These high correlation values are indicative of the type of flow the probe is located in. The flow around probe (D) is very uniform in magnitude and direction. Where as the flow at locations (C) and (c) appears to have a large velocity gradient. This could be the reason for what appears to be two peaks in the correlation maps. It is also interesting to note that the axial velocities of the flow surrounding probes (A) and (a) are quite different despite being recorded at the same time and position. As has been noted earlier this is likely due
Figure 4.11: Correlation maps generated at each probe location for the non-reacting case

to the implicit out of plane bias error, of 2-component PIV measurements taken in three dimensional velocity flows.

For the reacting case the information extracted from the probe locations is equally insightful. The main peak in the correlation maps of (A) and (a) seem to have a similar broadening characteristics which can be found when the particle displacements within an interrogation window have a significant difference in magnitude. These quick changes in displacement over a small distance are evidence of a steep velocity gradient or shear layer. Despite the unknown in regards to the peak search in DaVis, the correlation maps provide a good method of validating observations in the vector fields.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Particle Image Velocimetry is a powerful non-intrusive diagnostic that can provide temporally and spatially resolved velocity field measurements in a variety of fluid mediums. When applied to reacting flows, consideration must be given to the effects of the heat release on the measurements capabilities. The advantages of Stereoscopic Particle Velocimetry over traditional two-component PIV were introduced and the methods by which both of these diagnostics are accomplished were discussed. The configuration of the Purdue Aviation Combustion Experiment at Zucrow Laboratories has been described. The Diagnostic systems were presented as established for this work. The test matrix and the field of view over which the diagnostics were performed was given.

Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry measurements were successfully collected at a 6kHz in a liquid fueled combustor operating at realistic engine conditions. The SPIV results were compared with 2-component PIV results that were collected simultaneously. General agreement in the mean structures was found. Discrepancies in the measurements were hypothesized to be a function of the out of plane biasing inherent with 2-component PIV. The shortcomings of using a commercial “black box” software for vector generation were exposed. The inability to validate the individual steps taken by the software to generate the vectors creates an inherent uncertainty in the measurements. Still the ability of the SPIV technique to resolve the third out of plane component was shown to be a more robust measurement when applied to highly three dimensional flows.
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